PHAPS 1.1 Manual
(PHAse maPS)

Some of the steps are still somewhat sluggish. I am currently working on these to speed up the
process. There are currently a bit too many buttons to press. These will be also reduced in the next
iteration of the program. Please read also the accompanying paper Hezel (2010), which is also
provided on the website.
If you experience any difficulties or have any suggestions, please contact me using the email:
info@cosmoprograms.com.

element map input
image1 and image2 are the two input cells for the element maps. Each input file need to be a text
file that contains the element intensities as a 2x2 matrix. If the input file contains a header, this can
ignored by typing in the number of header lines in the headerlines cell. You need to click on Load
maps to load the maps into PHAPS and Show maps to display them in the right window.

Input file for one element map, including a 39 line long header.

The example Mg element map.

pixel intensity plots
There might be few pixels with unusual high intensities. These will squeeze all other pixels into
only few bins in the subsequent histogram and make the interpretation of these difficult. This step
allows to ignore the pixels with unusual high intensities. The pixel intensity diagrams plot the
number of pixels of same intensities on the y-axis and the intensity on the x-axis.
The Load pixel intensity plot and then Show pixel intensity plot buttons need to be pressed to bring
up these plots.

Pixel intensity plot. Few pixels with unusual high intensities indicated.

The few pixels with unusual high intensities are indicated in the diagram above. To ignore these, the
box cutoff a must be ticked and the intensity be given in the at limit cell. The Load pixel intensity
plot needs to be pressed again to take effect of the desired changes. The Show pixel intensity plot
buttons need to be pressed to show the modified plots.

cutout object
This feature is required only if modal abundances of a certain object within the map are of interest.
This feature can be ignored when modal abundances of the entire map are desired.
A polygon is used to cut out the object of interest. The number of edges for the polygon needs to be
input first. Then the Load cutoutoutpoints button needs to be pressed and the cutout tool box be
ticked. The points in the lower left corner can then be moved around and placed around the desired
object. This is a bit a slow process in the current version, but is the next thing to be fixed for the
next version.
When the polygon is in place, the buttons cutout object needs to be pressed. If you want to see the
result, press the Show cutout object button.
Untick the cutout tool box when finished, otherwise the subsequent histogram tool won’t work.

The object of interest cut out using a 10 edge polygon.

histogram
The histogram is a plot of the two element abundances on the x- and y-axis. Similar intensity pairs
point on the same point in the x-y-space. The number of similar intensity pairs is colour coded and
the colour code is given in the side bar.
It is advisable to bin the element intensities: this reduces the calculation of the histogram
significantly and the histogram peaks are more pronounced. The size of the bins an be input in the
binrange cell.

Then press the Make histogram and Point reset buttons and tick the activate histogram & box tool
box, this will bring up the histogram. The intensity hotspots represent individual phases of the
element maps. The black rectangle with two active edges is the selection tool to place rectangles
across intensity hotspots. The intensity pairs within the selected rectangles will later be used to
produce the phase map. Moving the black rectangle across a phase hotspot and pressing the Load
button will place a coloured rectangle across the intensity hotspot (maybe you need to move the
black rectangle to see it). If the rectangle is incorrectly placed, adjust the black rectangle and press
Load again. If you want to place another rectangle, tick another rectangle number place the black
rectangle across the desired intensity hotspot and press Load again. A new rectangle of another
colour will be placed across the intensity hotspot (again, maybe you need to move the black
rectangle to see it). It is possible to place a total of 6 rectangles.
Untick the activate histogram & box tool box when finished, otherwise the phase map cannot be
displayed.

6 boxes placed across 6 phase hotspots. Binrage 15.

background correction
There might be a number of intensity pairs inside the placed rectangles that are scattered around the
intensity hotspots and that do not belong to the phases represented by the phase hotspots. These
intensity pairs can be regarded as some kind of ‘background noise’ and usually represent mix
analyses, analyses close to cracks, etc. (cf. Hezel, 2010). Each of those intensity pairs generally
occur only once or twice. The ‘background correction’ feature allows to exclude all intensity pairs
below a certain frequency, called the lowerlevel. Hence, only intensity pairs that occur more often
than the lowerlevel within the rectangles are used to produce the phase map. This lowerlevel can be

defined for each rectangle separately. After input of all lowerlevels, the Load lowerlevel button must
be pressed.

results
Press the Produce phase map and Print results button to display the modal abundances. Pressing the
Show all button will bring up the element maps, the histogram and the phase map.

Final output.

